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1 Introduction 

1.1 Increasing interest in air conditioning 

The demand for air-conditioned rooms is growing. However, since 
conventional air-conditioning systems consume a lot of energy, air-
conditioning has, up to now, been expensive and has increased the load on 
power networks. The high power consumption of conventional air-
conditioning systems is putting an increasing strain on the global climate, 
due to their high emissions of greenhouse gases. 

 

For example, the energy demands for air conditioning in Germany have 
increased from 71 GWh/a (2000) to 122 GWh/a (2005), which is a 72% 
increase over a period of five years. For the same period of time, the EU-15 
countries showed a 51% hike in consumption.  
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This increasing interest in air-conditioning technologies can be explained by 
a stronger wish for comfort, growing internal and external cooling loads due 
to the use of electrical devices, and the use of more and more glass on 
buildings. At the same time, the cost of electricity for private households, 
small businesses, trades and commerce, authorities and service providers, 
as well as all industries, has increased significantly. 

1.2 Solar Cooling - Use of existing potentials 

Electricity and heat are increasingly produced from renewable energies. 
Notably, many private households are choosing to install solar systems for 
their home heating and cooling needs. Undoubtedly one of the many 
arguments for a decentralized energy supply is the growing cost. 

However, in the summer, the opportunities provided by solar installations 
are not yet used to their maximum potential. The large amount of heat 
produced is not needed, since the heating requirements are very low during 
this season. – Solar installations are therefore not working to capacity; and 
they are not working for long periods of time. This is especially true for big 
thermal solar installations. 

With this in mind, the SONNENKLIMA SUNINVERSE absorption chiller was 
developed to serve two purposes – to make efficient use of existing solar 
installations, and to satisfy the need for cooling. It uses the excess 
energy/heat produced during the summer months for the cost-efficient and 
climate neutral air-conditioning of buildings. In this case, the peaks of heat 
availability, that are typical of solar installations, overlap with the peak 
demands for building cooling. 
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The primary energy demand for building air-conditioning (i.e. heating and 
cooling) can be significantly reduced through the year-round use of the solar 
installation. 

1.3 SONNENKLIMA available documentation 

The SONNENKLIMA package solution and product is described in detail in the 
documents:  

SolarCombiPlus_SONNENKLIMA_Solar cooling brochure.pdf  

(Language: English, status: public, cf. Annex II) 

SolarCombiPlus_SONNENKLIMA_SUNINVERSE technical dataz.pdf 

(Language: English, status: public, cf. Annex III) 

SolarCombiPlus_SONNENKLIMA_SUNINVERSE technical description.pdf 

(Language: English, status: public, cf. Annex IV) 

SolarCombiPlus_SONNENKLIMA_Checklist.pdf 

(Language: English, status: public, cf. Annex V) 
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These documents are also available under request to SONNENKLIMA. 

Due to the comprehensive information on the system solutions in the above 
listed documentation, only brief information will be summarized in the 
following. 
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2 The chiller 

2.1 The principle of the absorption chiller - cooling 
made of heat 

The SUNINVERSE absorption chiller uses two environmentally friendly 
substances to produce cold: a very hygroscopic salt - lithium bromide (LiBr) 
- and ordinary distilled water. Lithium bromide (LiBr) serves as a solvent in 
the single-stage process circuit and water serves as a cooling medium. In 
the absorber, LiBr is totally hydrated by water according to the absorption 
principle. The result is a homogenous two-component mixture. 

 

The different steps in the circuit are: 

Ejector (1): At very low pressure, the LiBr is separated from the water using 
the drive heat (55-105°C). The water is changed into vapour, and the LiBr 
sinks down into the absorber. 

Condenser (2): By removing heat, the vapour is liquefied and becomes 
water. The water sinks down into the low pressure zone. 

Evaporator (3): At very low pressures, a temperature of 5-15°C is sufficient 
to make the water evaporate again. The required heat is taken from the 
environment and will produce the desired effect: Cooling. 

Absorber (4): The cooling medium vapour is attracted by the salt (LiBr) and 
is dissolved in the water by heat radiation. The solution is pumped into the 
ejector, and the circuit is closed. Two special physical characteristics are 
used for the process circuit: Liquids can be moved between two pressure 
levels with little mechanical effort, and liquids can evaporate at low 
pressures and very low temperatures. 
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2.2 The SUNINVERSE chiller 

The thermal absorption chiller SUNINVERSE from SONNENKLIMA GmbH 
operates with minimal use of electrical energy, and produces cooling from 
solar heat. 

The quality of the absorption process of the chiller is expressed with the 
Coefficient of Performance (COP).  

SUNINVERSE attains a high thermal coefficient of performance (COP = 0.78) 

and has good partial load behavior. One kilowatt hour of thermal drive 
energy produces approximately 780 Wh of cooling energy. The absorption 
chiller SUNINVERSE operates with different system components at different 
operating points. The associated performance values were taken from our 
demonstration projects that served to test different systems in continuous 
operation in customer-oriented applications. 

Apart for use in new buildings and the combination possibilities with district 
heat or cogeneration, the SUNINVERSE is easily compatible with existing 
water-based cooling systems. 
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The solar operation guarantees minimal operating costs, and thus reduces 
the consumption of electrical energy. In addition, the use of a harmless 
cooling medium makes the operation of the machine environmentally 
friendly. 

 

Its small size allows the SUNINVERSE to be easily transported (through 
doorways). The choice of the installation site can be made without taking 
into consideration the noise level. The machine runs very quietly and needs 
very little maintenance due to its superior design. 
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3 System’s components 

The SUNINVERSE absorption chiller works according to the principles of solar 
cooling. It uses the excess heat produced by the solar collectors for room 
cooling. 

 

The heat from the solar collectors is supplied to the process circuit of the 
absorption chiller. Cold water is the medium that is used to cool the rooms 
of the buildings. 

The SUNINVERSE absorption chiller is the core of the air-conditioning 
systems. It adapts to the needs, is customized to building conditions and 
will create a comfortable climate in the targeted building. If the system is 
optimally designed, it will work to capacity with minimal operating costs. 
Several components are available for the use of the SUNINVERSE absorption 
chiller and described in the next subchapters. 

3.1 Heat rejection 

The open wet cooling tower wct23kW was specially designed for operation 
with the SUNINVERSE absorption chiller from SK SONNENKLIMA GmbH. It 
functions according to the evaporation principle and is optimally adapted to 
the performance of the absorption chiller. The make-up water requirements 
depend on the outside temperature, the operation period, and the 
requested average performance. 
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During operation with the SUNINVERSE absorption chiller, the cooling tower 
is run in an energy-saving manner to keep power consumption low. The fan 
speed is controlled by the frequency inverter, which is included in the 
installation package. The cooling tower sump has an integrated and easily 
cleanable double coarse filter for particle sizes of between 2,2mm and 
1,2mm, to prevent a contamination of the back-cooling system by insects or 
pollen. 

Another very promising system available is the hybrid coolers, which are 
actually dry coolers fitted with water sprays to increase its performances. 
And of course, the chiller can be operated as well with a dry cooler, but this 
is still not a mature point. 
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3.2 Collectors 

The collectors provided with the SONNENKLIMA 
Solar Combi + kits are flat plate collectors 
produced by a partner company: Phönix 
Sonnenwärme. This company usually offers solar 
domestic hot water and solar heating complete 
installations. Nevertheless, SONNENKLIMA is also 
able to provide his Solar Combi+ kit with another 
type of collectors. 

Phönix Infinity 3 collector description: 

• Long lifetime due to high quality "Made in 
Germany" 

• Maximum system performance due to environment friendly vacuum coated 
total-surface-absorber 

• Simple and cost-saving installation due to a proven mounting-system and 
light collectors 

• Very flexible mounting-alternatives due to an around-going mounting-slot 

• Total-surface-absorber with high-selective eta Plus-cover for the 
optimized yield 

• Collector is suitable for Pitch- and Flat-Roof-Mounting 

• Powder-coater collector frame in three colors: brown (RAL 8019), 
anthracite (RAL 7016), silver (RAL 9006) 
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3.3 Storage Tank 

The storage tank provided with the SONNENKLIMA Solar Combi + kit is also 
produced by the same partner company: Phönix Sonnenwärme. By default, 
the solar heating/cooling kit will be supplied with the Phönix Sonnenwärme 
“Universal Buffer Storage Tank, Type UPK”, but of course, the kit can also 

be provided with another type of 
tank. 

Phönix tank description: 

• Storage tank capacity: 650, 450 and 
200 litres 

• Material: Steel or Stainless steel 

• Heat exchangers: 2 tube heat 
exchangers, each with a surface 
area of 2.00 m2 

• Connections: Heating: 1" and 5/4" 
external thread, flat gasket; hot 
and cold water and circulation: 
3/4" external thread, flat gasket; 
solar supply and return: 1" external 
thread, flat gasket; vent: 3/8" 
external thread 

• Circulation: Connection through 3/4 
" external thread, flat gasket is 
possible (only recommended for a 

time- or thermostat-controlled circulation pump) 

• Insulation: Polyurethane foam, 100 mm, replaceable. Top (130 mm) 
removable, inspection tap via flange cover, D = 0,037 W/mK 

• External dimensions with insulation: 1.98 m x 0.90 m 
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3.4 Distribution system 

The distribution system technology implemented for the heating and cooling 
can be fan coils or a radiant technology system (cooling ceiling). Usually, 
the cooling ceilings lead to the best performances. 

SONNENKLIMA doesn’t recommend any special distribution system; either a 
fan coil system or a cooling ceiling can fit to the SK Solar Combi + 
installation. However, if the building already exists, it is possible that a fan 
coil distribution system be already installed, and moreover the fan coils 
technology is far easier to implement. 

   

 Fan Coil Scheme Cooling Ceiling Scheme 
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4 System schematics 

Two different configurations were designed by SONNENKLIMA: The first one 
is equipped with a hot backup system; the second one is equipped with a 
reversible hot/cold heat pump backup. 

Monovalent systems or gas fired 
backup for SC+ (Heating + DHW)

Reversible Heat pump 
backup

Two approaches: Backup chiller or Backup load supply

 

The SONNENKLIMA configuration used for the simulation and preparation of 
the package solution can be represented by the following scheme: 

Heating

DHW

Cooling

Chiller

heat rejection

Boiler

Collector

Loads

Source: Fraunhofer ISE  

From this starting point, according to the results presented in the next 
chapter and according to the SK marketing strategy, two approaches were 
adopted corresponding to 2 types of back up: 

Back up chiller : monovalent systems or gas fired back up for SC+ package 
solution (heating + DHW in addition) 
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Heating

DHW

Cooling

Chiller

heat rejection

Boiler

Collector

Loads

Source: Fraunhofer ISE  

Back up load supply : reversible heat pump as a back up 

ABSORPTION
CHILLER

DISTRIBUTION
LOOP

BY PASS FOR WINTER
MODE

WARM/COLD WATER
DISTRIBUTION TANK

Automate

SOLAR
COLLECTORS

DRAINBACK TANK

WATERIN ALL CIRCUITS : WATER

RECOOLER
DEVICE

WATER TREATMENT

REVERSIBLE
HEAT PUMP

CONTROLLER

SOLAR
TANK

PACKAGE SOLUTION
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5 Proposed Package Solution 

SONNENKLIMA designed in collaboration with Tecsol two packaged solutions 
to provide solar cooling, heating, and domestic hot water. The first one is 
equipped with a hot backup system; the second one is equipped with a 
reversible hot/cold heat pump backup. 

Several parameters have to be taken into consideration and sized carefully. 
Some of these parameters are fixed for the considered project like the 
location of the project, the type of building where the SolarCombi+ system 
will be established, or the type of chiller (the chiller used in the 
SONNENKLIMA SolarCombi+ package is the 10kW SUNINVERSE chiller). Other 
parameters are semi-fixed like the distribution system (fan coil or cooling 
ceiling), the solar collector type (flat plate or evacuated tube), and the 
heat rejection type (cooling tower, dry cooler, or hybrid cooler: dry cooler 
and water sprays). The others parameters like the collector area or the 
storage volume are free (but still limited by a certain range…) 

 

Calculations were performed using the program TRNSYS taking into account 
a lot of parameters variations, and the results were stored and analyzed. 

For example as seen in the graph below, the total solar fraction, the cooling 
solar fraction, the relative primary energy saved, the electric COP, and the 
gross solar yield can be plotted depending on the system parameters. For 
this example, the location (Naples, Toulouse, Strasbourg), the type of 
collector (flat plate or evacuated tubes), and the heat rejection system 
(hybrid cooler or wet cooler) vary, and the other parameters are fixed: we 
choose fan coil for the distribution system, the building is an office building, 
the collectors area is 5 m²/kWref, and the storage volume is 75 l/m². 
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For this example it is noticeable that globally, the evacuated tubes 
collectors present the best performances. In opposition to every other 
values, the electric COP is better in Strasbourg that in Naples. And 
apparently a hybrid cooler is almost always better than a wet cooler. 

Other calculations using the program TRNSYS was performed in order to 
cover a large range of parameter variations, and so to have a large range of 
results. Thanks to these results, the best configurations was identified and 
summarized in the three next tables for the three different climate zones: 

Strasbourg Residential/office suninverse 
 
 WC DC HC 

FC 
ET FP ET FP ET FP 
      

CC ET FP ET FP ET FP 
      

 
Toulouse Residential/office suninverse 
 
 WC DC HC 

FC ET FP ET FP ET FP 
      

CC 
ET FP ET FP ET FP 
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Naples Residential/office suninverse 
 
 WC DC HC 

FC ET FP ET FP ET FP 
      

CC ET FP ET FP ET FP 
      

Table caption: 

WC = Heat rejection system: Wet cooler (cooling tower) 
DC = Heat rejection system: Dry cooler 
HC = Heat rejection system: Hybrid cooler 
FC = Distribution system: Fan coil 
CC = Distribution system: Cooling ceiling 
ET = Collector type: Evacuated tubes 
FP = Collector type: Flat plate 

 

This results permit to conclude that for a Strasbourg climate, the hybrid 
cooler is the most adapted rejection heat system, either fan coil or cooling 
ceiling can be used as a distribution system, and the evacuated tubes 
collectors are better for this cold climate. For a Toulouse climate, the 
hybrid cooler is the most adapted rejection heat system, either fan coil or 
cooling ceiling can be used as a distribution system, and also either 
evacuated tubes collectors or flat plate collectors can be used. For a Naples 
climate, the hybrid cooler is the most adapted rejection heat system, either 
fan coil or cooling ceiling can be used as a distribution system, and the flat 
plate collectors are better for this warm climate. 

Then the parameters which were free have to be determined. Calculations 
led to the following results: 

• Recommendation of a single distribution system (FC) depending on 
customer needs. 

• Storage<2m³ 

• Collectors aperture surface 35-45m² 
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6 Summary 

Solar Combi + installations, which provide domestic hot water, heating and 
air-conditioning to a building, could have considerable primary energy 
savings and total electrical efficiency improvements compared with 
conventional systems. The good performances of the system depend on a 
correct design of the hydraulic scheme as well as its control strategy. 

Different adsorption/absorption chillers were simulated for the SolarCombi+ 
project. The schemes provided primary energy savings in the locations 
defined (Toulouse, Naples and Strasbourg), for different variables values. 

These innovative installations have high design and engineering cost that 
could be substantially reduced using the proposed kit or package solution. 
This is the main reason to design and define a kit for SolarCombi+ 
installations. Basically, the advantages of the kit will be cost reduction, 
quality improvement and easy assembly. 

The kit provides high versatility, allowing the use of different auxiliary heat 
supply as well as heat rejection and distribution systems, depending on the 
specific case. The control will be oriented to improve the performance in 
the most efficient way, avoiding backup primary energy consumption 
whenever it’s possible. The manufacturer will define some control 
temperatures with the aim to reduce energy consumption and provided 
comfort to the user. 
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7 Annex I: PHÖNIX Infinity 3 Brochure 
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8 Annex II - SolarCombiPlus SONNENKLIMA 
Solar cooling brochure 
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9 Annex III – SolarCombiPlus SONNENKLIMA 
SUNINVERSE technical data 
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10 Annex IV – SolarCombiPlus SONNENKLIMA 
SUNINVERSE technical description 
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11 Annex V – SolarCombiPlus SONNENKLIMA 
Checklist 
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